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Thank you for all the hard work 

you’re all putting in to support   

parents and pupils during such a 

difficult time. We really appreciate 

it. 

The staff are doing an 

amazing job and 

should be praised. 

Stay safe everyone 

and thank you again. 

 I debated sending this as I understand how busy you are 
and worried giving you another thing to read but I just 

had to say thank you.  
 

I do not underestimate how stressful and exhausting this 
pandemic has been for you all. I think teachers have been 

treated terribly from all directions. Last minute              
indecision, forever changing goalposts, and I have no 

doubt you'll have received criticism and   complaints over 
things you've not likely had any    control over, or things 

you've done which you thought were for the best but 
maybe haven’t quite worked or needed tweaking. But 

funnily enough, no one has done this before!!  
 

I think you guys are doing a great job in an awful,              
unprecedented situation!  

 

Please know your efforts are appreciated!!  
Take care and keep safe. 

 I just wanted to say a huge thank you for all that 

you have been doing to enhance remote learning 

this term. Engagement from the teachers has 

been wonderful, and we are loving the use of 

Jamboard! We are really looking forward to some 

live sessions too. Really appreciate you figuring 

out a way to make that possible. I've said this  

before and I'll say it again, I can never replicate 

the amazing teaching you provide for the kids, so 

we are incredibly   grateful to you all for looking 

at new ways to make remote learning better. 
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“Just wanted to say thank you for 
your monumental efforts and           
diligence in setting up the live      

classrooms for the whole school   
within just a week of the school   

closing.  
I can't imagine how much work has 

gone into this in embracing new   
technologies and applying them for 

the benefit of the students (and    
parents!)” 


